
 

 
CLUE #1 
 

 
 
 
The answer from the bolded squares is _______________. Use all the clues to know where to 
take a team picture! 
 
Bonus: On what date (mm/dd/yyyy) was this officially opened to the public? 

 
CLUE #2 
 
It’s the real McCoy under that modern exterior. 
It took a lot of Legg work to build. 
Experts were called in to avoid yelling “Timber.” 
Sunny or not, many walks of life have found shelter within. 
 
Name this place. 
 
Bonus: What was no longer permitted in the original structure in 1964 & why?  
(Note: The answer is at the site!) 

 

 

Clues for Registered Teams - 2021 

 
Complete as many tasks as you can -- team photos at each 

location count, too -- then return the completed answer sheet 
(separate document) + photos no later than March 7, 2021 at 

7pm to info@uahistory.org 



CLUE #3 
 
The UA resident who designed OSU’s Shoe 
Was the architect of this UA building, too. 
 
Newcomers are greeted by an animal from the barnyard 
Not the typical dalmatian, but proudly standing guard 
 
Give the figure in the third story window a wave 
For the people inside are known to be brave 
 
They quickly leave this place when they get a call 
Making loud sounds to alert us all 
 
Like Charlie & the Chocolate Factory when Charlie knew he had won 
The golden front doors will let you know you are done. 
 
Name this building. 
 
Bonus: Who was the architect? 

 

CLUE #4 
 
Somewhere in UA is a structure, 
 
More grand than this:            But not quite this: 

                              
 
Built in 1937. 
 
Name the park and the person memorialized by this structure. 
 
Bonus: How many stones make up this structure? 
(Note: You don’t have to count, but the answer IS at the site!)

 



 

CLUE #5 
 
Take the number of public pools in UA and multiply by 370. 
Divide this result by the first three digits of Hastings Middle School’s street address number. 
Add to this the year the UACA was born. 
Add 1.  
Divide the result by the number of elementary schools in the UA Schools system. 
Subtract from that result the number of private schools here in UA. 
 
427 = Westover Park 
385 = Fancyburg Park 
564 = Burbank Park 
298 = Cardiff Woods Park 
 
Find the mathematical answer and name the corresponding place. 
 
Bonus: UA’s Parks & Rec department celebrated a special milestone last May. What was it? 

 
CLUE #6 
 
Deemed the best by most sportcasters, 
This local legend was 6 times a Master, 
Find your way south - don’t go elsewhere, 
This land is named “fore” a golden bear! 
 
Bonus: From October 1930 - March 1936, this represented the end of the line for what 
form of transportation?  

 

  



CLUE #7 
 
https://tinyurl.com/y7w83y23 

Courtesy of our friends at the Upper Arlington Public Library and their UA Archives site. 

Perry Township, 1856.  

Current day Fishinger Road & Lane Avenue marked for reference. 

 

 

 

This “GYd” is still in UA today and accessible to the public.  

Tucked conveniently next to a businesS that also has items buried beneath the ground. 

 

 

Name this place. 
 
Bonus: Name another “GYd” still in existence in UA. 

 

  

https://tinyurl.com/y7w83y23


CLUE #8 

 

 

 

____ ____ ____      ____ ____ ____ ____ ____     ____ ____ 

 GD     FF     FA         AG    VG    VD    AG    AD        XD     GD 

 

 

 

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____  

 GD    DA     FA    VF    VD    DG    GD           AG    FA     DG    GD    FA    DA  

 

 

 Bonus: What year was this originally installed in UA? 
 

 
  

 A D F G 

A I K S C 

D R W B N 

F E V H X 

G Q T U G 

V D O M L 

X Z A F Y 



CLUE #9 

 
 
Bonus: From the signs at this place, name a person and a fact. 

 
  



CLUE #10 
 
With tall, leafy trees and brush overgrown, 

Where magical Fairies are known to call home, 

 

This scenic location has a quite common name, 

But for one week each year it just isn’t the same.  

 

Each fall, the Old Man with his axe and the Beast 

Will haunt this location alongside a creek 

 

Families will visit and scream with delight 

As the witches and Mongo deliver a good fright. 

 

Name this location and the event that happens here. 

 
Bonus: Share with us your favorite place in Upper Arlington and why it is special to you! 


